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Abstract: Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is one of the leading causes of death among the 

cardiovascular diseases. Of several biomarkers used for detection, increased levels of cardiac 

troponins have proved to be significant in diagnosing AMI. This has motivated researchers in 

the field to develop point-of-care biosensors for rapid detection of an episode of AMI. Over the 

years, various detection techniques have emerged for the estimation of cardiac troponins. This 

review focuses on summarizing various biosensing methods, including optical, electrochemical, 

and acoustic techniques, for the detection of cardiac troponins.
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Introduction
Myocardial infarction is a disease characterized by the death of cardiac myocytes, 

which is due to an imbalance between the demand for blood by the cardiac tissue 

and the supply of blood. The symptoms of this perfusion imbalance or ischemia can 

be misdiagnosed as gastrointestinal or pulmonary disorders because of their atypical 

clinical presentation. This leaves the patient vulnerable to cardiac arrest, which is life 

threatening. Thus, in patients with these symptoms, there is a need to consider the pos-

sibility of acute myocardial infarction (AMI), conduct tests, and rule it out if possible.1

Before cardiac troponin sensors were developed, patients with acute chest pains 

were diagnosed with AMI using only an electrocardiogram (ECG). Since this technique 

had only a 50% accuracy in detecting AMI, patients would often be misdiagnosed. 

Despite its lack of sensitivity, ECG is still used as a validation test to identify patients 

with myocardial infarction, but nowadays it is coupled with testing for biomarkers 

to facilitate proper treatment. Researchers have discovered that the levels of cardiac 

troponins have a significant correlation with the onset of AMI and can be potential 

biomarkers for the disease. These troponins, namely cardiac troponin T (cTnT) and 

cardiac troponin I (cTnI), are a measure of the damage to the cardiac myocytes. AMI 

is characterized by damage to the cardiac myocytes, which causes the troponins to 

enter the circulation, where they can be detected using immunological assays. This 

led to the development of bedside troponin T and I testing methods.2 cTnT and cTnI 

are deemed gold standards for the diagnosis of AMI as their levels in serum indicate 

damage to the cardiac myocytes. There was a need to set a threshold for diagnosti-

cally relevant levels of cardiac troponins. The clinical cut-off level of cTnT indicative 

of AMI is a concentration greater than 0.01 ng/mL or 10 pg/mL. The clinical cut-off 

for cTnI is 0.03 ng/mL or 30 pg/mL. The key reference range for any troponin assays 
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to be implemented in the clinical environment is dependent 

on its 99th percentile reference limit and its coefficient of 

variation at the limit of detection (LOD). According to the 

recommendations of the National Academy of Clinical 

Biochemistry, clinical testing of serum samples for cardiac 

biomarkers should be made available with a turnaround time 

of less than 1 h.3,4

Studies introduced at the 2016 European Society of Cardi-

ology Congress used high-sensitivity assays as an alternative 

approach for the diagnosis of AMI within 3 h of an episode 

of AMI. The study by Neumann et al discusses adopting a 1 h 

protocol for a cardiac troponin assay to triage patients with 

AMI.5 A 1 h algorithm coupled with two measurements of 

cardiac troponin is used for the accurate diagnosis of non-ST-

segment elevation myocardial infarction. The final diagnosis 

is made using a cTnT assay with electrocardiography, cardiac 

imaging, and coronary angiography. This study was validated 

using 4009 patients with an eclectic selection of medical 

history. Using high-sensitivity troponin assays and proper 

cut-off levels, it is possible to diagnose and monitor AMI in 

less than 3–4 h after the onset of chest pain.5,6

The rapid bedside testing method for cTnI and cTnT, 

discussed earlier in this section, used chemiluminescence 

as a method of detection using the streptavidin molecule. 

However, it required 10 mL of the patient’s blood and was 

conducted in a separate laboratory in the hospital, which was 

a time-consuming process.2 Shortly after that, the Cardiac 

Troponin T rapid test (TROPT®, Heidelberg, Germany) was 

developed, which uses strips to detect the cardiac troponin 

levels of patients already diagnosed with AMI.13 This test 

strip, based on a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) technique, is sensitive to levels of cTnT 

above a concentration of 0.64 ng/mL. Keller et al studied the 

accuracy of using troponin assays for the diagnosis of AMI.

They conducted a clinical study involving patients who had 

elevated troponin from causes other than a coronary origin. 

The biomarkers selected for this study were analyzed as a 

function of the onset of chest pain. The results of the study 

suggested that a single value of the level of troponin I which 

is greater than the reference value is an accurate indicator of 

myocardial infarction. When coupled with onset of chest pain 

as a factor, the study concluded that measurement of troponin I 

level within 3 h after admission for chest pain has a 100% rate 

of detection of AMI.7 In 2015, Shah et al identified the thresh-

old for cardiac troponin I in patients with suspected coronary 

syndrome and a low risk of AMI. A troponin concentration of 

less than 5 ng/mL with a negative predictive value of 99.5% 

was the threshold below which patients with suspected acute 

coronary syndrome could be discharged safely with very low 

risk of AMI. However, this study needs to be assessed further 

in a clinical setting to be applied in clinical routine practice.3 

In a routine clinical setting, however, the cut-off level for cTnI 

is 10 pg/mL and for cTnT is 30 pg/mL. With further develop-

ment, we can increase the threshold and safely reduce the cost 

of treating patients for AMI when they are at minimum risk.

cTnI is a more accurate biomarker for the evaluation of 

cardiomyocyte damage as the levels are strongly correlated 

with cardiac injury, whereas cTnT is reported to be elevated 

in patients with chronic renal failure and on hemodialysis, not 

associated with cardiac injury. The second generation antibody 

for cTnT was developed after observing cross-reactivity with the 

antibody used in the first generation ELISA. This antibody dis-

plays better specificity than the first generation antibody.8 There 

have been several reports on improved assays for cTnT, one of 

which used a cardiac-specific monoclonal antibody for cTnT. 

Since the publication of this report in 1997, the cTnT assays 

have improved with the use of highly specific cTnT antibodies.9

Studies performed outside the USA have generally dem-

onstrated that incorporating the results of high-sensitivity 

troponin tests speeds up the triage of patients with suspected 

acute coronary syndrome, although an Australian study 

published in 2016 failed to show major changes in clinical 

management or outcomes when a high-sensitivity troponin T 

assay was used.10 The newer high-sensitivity troponin assays 

overcome some of the limitations of traditional tests. One of 

the major challenges of conventional troponin methods in the 

setting of AMI is the fact such assays are frequently negative 

at first draw and require hours before they become abnormal. 

Highly sensitive troponins provide substantial advantages 

over conventional troponin assays in that they allow for more 

rapid detection of cardiomyocyte necrosis and at an earlier 

time-point. High-sensitivity assays are also able to rule out 

AMI at the first blood draw if the values are very low and 

are accompanied by other “normal” clinical characteristics. 

Hence, the use of highly sensitive troponin assays will be a 

paradigm shift in the assessment of AMI. The availability 

of highly sensitive troponin assays will have a beneficial 

impact on clinical practice, as these assays are helpful both 

in evaluating patients with chest pain and for triaging patients 

who may be at risk of other cardiovascular morbidities that 

do not involve ischemic heart disease.

A major breakthrough came with the commercialization 

of troponin-sensing devices by companies including Abbott 

and Roche, as summarized in Table 1. The pitfalls of these 

sensors are the cost of detection and their ability to detect 

only a single analyte. Hence, there was a need to develop 
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ultrasensitive multianalyte systems for diagnosing AMI 

which use low analyte volume at a lower cost point.

After a typical episode of AMI, the levels of these cardiac 

troponins increase from 0.04 ng/mL, which is the normal 

reference limit indicating some damage, to greater than 

1.4 ng/mL, which is high enough to be detected in blood 

using various biosensors.11,12 Thus, the focus shifted toward 

troponin-based biosensors, which proved to be more efficient 

and faster methods for the diagnosis of AMI.13 As the troponin 

detection technology developed, the sensors became more 

sensitive, with lower limits of detection, became cheaper, 

and had high specificity for cardiac troponins, showing high 

cross-reactivity with skeletal troponins.

Development of technologies
Cardiac troponin sensors are widely used to detect and quan-

tify the levels of cardiac troponin present in patients. These 

sensors had previously been highly invasive, time consuming, 

and inaccurate. Current techniques focus on being minimally 

invasive and rapid, and have lower limits of detection. In 

this review, three major techniques are summarized, based 

on their transduction mechanism, namely electrochemical, 

optical, and acoustic-based sensors. Electrochemical sensors 

are further divided into impedimetric, amperometric, poten-

tiometric, and conductance-based sensors. Optical sensors 

include fluorescence- and chemiluminescence-based biosen-

sors, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), and 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based sensors. Acoustic 

wave-based sensors have two subcategories, quartz crystal 

microbalance (QCM)-based and surface acoustic wave 

(SAW)-based sensors. A schematic representation of the 

various types of sensors is given in Figure 1.

Current technologies
Electrochemical sensors
Electrochemical sensors are divided into impedimetric, 

amperometric, potentiometric, and conductance-based 

 sensors. These sensors work on the principle of change in 

the current, impedance, or potential difference when certain 

immunoreactions take place on the surface of the electrode of 

the sensor. Hence, these biosensors use various biomolecules 

as detection probes, such as enzymes, DNA, nucleic acid, and 

metabolites. Electrochemical sensors are robust and provide 

detection in real time. They have a low production cost, can 

be easily miniaturized for point-of-care diagnostics, and are 

easy to use. They offer high sensitivity, selectivity, and reli-

ability. They can be fabricated using a variety of conducting 

substrates. Reviews on cardiac troponin sensors have found 

that they use a very low analyte volume for detection.78

The working mechanism of a basic troponin sensor is 

illustrated in Figure 2.

Impedimetric sensors
Impedimetric sensors measure changes in the impedance 

value when a potential is applied to the electrode. When 

an electrolyte is present over the surface-modified impedi-

metric sensor, polarization is observed on application of a 

potential to the electrode and charges migrate to the surface 

of the electrode to form an electric double layer. This double 

Table 1 Summary of commercially available troponin detection technologies

Commercially available troponin assays 99th percentile  
cut-off (ng/mL)

Time Cost (USD) Volume

CTnT
Elecsys, third generation (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) 0.01 60 min 31,148 150 μL
cTnI
i-STAT (Abbott Point of Care, Princeton, NJ, USA) 0.08 10 min 420 17 μL
ACS:180 (Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) 0.07 24 h 1,200 10 mL
Dimension Vista (Siemens, Munich, Germany) 0.05 10 min 278,000 20 μL
Architect (Abbott, Princeton, NJ, USA) 0.04 10 min 19,000 62 μL

Abbreviations: CTnT, cardiac troponin T; cTnI, cardiac troponin I.

Figure 1 Overview of techniques used for cardiac troponin sensing.
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layer is a pocket of charges which is modulated when the 

antigen binds to the detecting antibody on the surface of the 

electrode. The antibody is immobilized on the surface of the 

electrode using cross-linking polymeric molecules such as 

dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP) and 3,3′-dithiobi

s(sulfosuccinimidyl propionate) (DTSSP). These molecules 

have a thiol group at one end, which helps in binding to the 

gold electrode, and a CO–NHS bond at the other end. On 

encountering an antibody, the bond breaks to form an amine 

linkage with the antibody. Various other linkers, such as 

(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES), are used accord-

ing to the substrate and the material of the electrode.14–16 One 

such example is the zinc oxide (ZnO) nanosensor developed 

by Radha Shanmugama et al. This multiplexed nanosensor 

with ZnO nanorods uses label-free electrochemical detection 

methods such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

(EIS) to detect levels of cTnT and cTnI in human serum. It 

uses an immunological assay, which involves an α-cTnT anti-

body coupled with a thiol linker bound to the ZnO nanorod 

electrodes present on a flexible substrate. This sensor has 

anti-cTnI antibodies attached to the other working electrode, 

thus making multiplexing possible, and it detects the antigens 

in the picogram range in human serum.17 Similarly, in 2016, 

Kazemi et al constructed a sensitive, label-free troponin 

biosensor using porous graphene oxide as the substrate 

for immobilization. Detection took place by measuring the 

change in impedance upon binding of the target. The LOD 

was 0.07 ng/mL, with a wide dynamic range of 0.1–10 ng/

mL, for cTnI.18 The Clinical Laboratory and Standards Insti-

tute defines the LOD as the minimum concentration of the 

analyte at which detection occurs. It helps in measuring the 

sensitivity of the sensor and determines the lower limit of the 

dynamic range over which the sensor operates.19 Zuo et al 

demonstrated a molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP)-based 

electrochemical biosensor for troponins. They used a tech-

nique called electropolymerization, which is simple and cost 

effective, and gives the sensor good stability. For improved 

sensitivity, a glassy carbon electrode was used. The detec-

tion time was 5 min, with an LOD of 0.027 nM, for cTnI.20

Amperometric sensors
These sensors work on the same principle of electrochemi-

cal organization as impedimetric sensors, where there is an 

immobilized antibody on the surface of the electrode. How-

ever, changes in current are measured instead of impedance. 

There is also a secondary antibody which is labeled with a 

chemical mediator. This chemical mediator or redox probe 

helps in quantifying the changes in the current generated at 

the working electrode, which provides information on the 

binding dynamics of the antigen and detecting antibody 

after a fixed potential bias has been applied to the electrode. 

The current changes are calculated relative to a reference 

Figure 2 Working mechanism of cardiac troponin biosensors.
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electrode. Cyclic voltammetry is the most widely used sig-

nal detection technique for amperometric sensors. Carbon 

nanotubes (CNTs) are good candidates for sensing electrodes 

because of their versatile electrochemical properties, such as 

good electrical conductance, mechanical strength, and their 

ability to be incorporated with other materials. Moreover, 

their high electron transport rate helps to increase the reac-

tion rate of many immunochemical reactions, thus enhancing 

the sensitivity and performance of the sensor. The sensor 

developed by Gomes-Filho et al immobilizes cTnT antibod-

ies on a nanostructured gold electrode. This nanostructured 

electrode includes modified CNTs combined with electro-

active conjugated polymers. These polymers act as charge 

promoters between the CNT and the electrolyte solution. 

Specifically, in their paper they used polyethyleneimine to 

bind to carboxylated CNTs.21

In a 2017 study, graphene quantum dots (GQDs) and 

polyamidoamine (PAMAM)-modified gold electrodes 

were used for the detection of cTnI levels in human serum. 

The LOD for this sensor is 20 fg/mL. The main detection 

methods used are cyclic voltammetry and differential pulse 

voltammetry.12 PAMAM dendrimers have also been used 

with a 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethyl benzidine-modified 6-mercap-

tohexanoic acid self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on a gold 

electrode for detection of cardiac troponins. These electrodes 

have an LOD of about 11.7±0.62 fM. These dendrimer-based 

sensors have a high sensitivity owing to the presence of 

branches, which increase the number of conjugation sites for 

the cTnI antibody and enhance the stability of the detection 

probe by covalent immobilization of the antibody.22

A commercially available immunoassay-based ampero-

metric sensor is the i-STAT handheld, developed by Abbott 

Point of Care (Princeton, NJ, USA). It uses 17 μL of the 

patient’s whole blood and a disposable cartridge, and reports 

the level of cTnI within a few minutes. This test is used by 

clinicians for diagnosing patients with AMI and for providing 

a prognosis for current patients. The device detects cTnI in the 

range of 0–50 ng/mL and the normal physiological range is 

0–0.08 ng/mL. These wireless, handheld devices are widely 

used in hospitals across the USA as a point-of-care testing 

device for the detection of cTnI.23

Potentiometric sensors
Potentiometric sensors measure the potential difference 

between two electrodes separated by a semi-permeable 

membrane; alternatively, the potential difference can be mea-

sured from two electrodes when there is no current flowing 

between them. Potentiometric devices sense the difference in 

potential caused by changes in pH or redox reactions taking 

place on the surface of the electrode. The difference arises 

from the interaction between the immobilized capture probe 

and the antigen at the electrode–electrolyte interface; it can 

also result from chemisorption on the substrate molecules on 

the electrode’s surface. The change determines the extent of 

binding of the antigen to the capture probe. These sensors are 

further classified into pH electrode-based glass ion-selective 

electrodes (ISEs), solid-state ion-selective field-effect transis-

tors (ISFETs), and light-addressable potentiometric sensors 

(LAPSs). Field-effect transistor sensors are a modified ver-

sion of the ISE type and are preferred for immunosensing. 

An example of an ISFET sensor used for detection of car-

diac troponin is the polypyrrole-coated sensor developed by 

researchers in Cambridge, UK.24 The novelty of the sensor 

lies in the immunoseparation performed during the measure-

ment and the polypyrrole layer grown on the surface of the 

electrode. This layer is polymerized using a potentiodynamic 

electropolymerization method, which makes the sensor robust 

and enhances its sensitivity. The potential difference is due 

to the interaction of the receptor–target complexes formed 

on the polypyrrole layer on the surface of the electrode. The 

researchers use an external labeling probe, i.e. the horse-

radish peroxidase (HRP) and o-phenylenediamine dihydro-

chloride system. Change is proportional to the number of 

cTnI molecules binding to the cTnI monoclonal antibodies 

immobilized on the polypyrrole layer. The assay takes about 

5–20 min. The sensor is ultrasensitive for a wide range of 

immunoassays with large or medium-sized analytes owing 

to the polymerized layer.

Conductance-based sensors
Conductance-based sensors detect biomarkers based on 

changes in the value of conductance of the solution. Initially, 

a set voltage is applied to the sensor, which is a microfluidic 

channel coated with detection molecules such as antibodies or 

specific proteins, which generates a baseline current. This base-

line current sets up the initial values from which the changes in 

conductivity can be measured. The bioanalyte, ideally a body 

fluid such as serum or blood containing the antigen specific 

for the antibody, is then flowed across the channel. Successful 

binding between the detection molecule and the antibody leads 

to a significant change in the amount of current required for 

detection. This is interpreted as a measure of conductance of 

the solution. Chua et al reported on the manufacture of a silicon 

nanowire-based sensor, which works on the same principle. 

The device is calibrated to detect cTnT levels in human serum 

in the range of 1 ng/mL to 1 fg/mL. The Debye length is an 
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important factor in evaluating the performance of the device. 

This length indicates the amount of screening of charges that 

occurs when there is a buffer involved with a low salt concen-

tration. Since the salt concentration may affect the stability 

of the detection protein, it is important to measure the Debye 

length to confirm whether it can be detected by the sensor.25

Optical sensors
Optical biosensors detect changes in frequency of the input 

light, or changes in phase or polarization caused by bio-

recognition processes. They are typically classified under 

categories such as fluorescence, colorimetric, luminescence, 

and SPR sensors.26

Fluorescence-based biosensors
The earliest known fluorescence-based biosensor was 

developed in 1941 by Coons et al.27 In this biosensor, the 

biorecognition element or target analyte is labeled with a 

fluorescent tag, such as a dye or probe, and the intensity of 

fluorescence indicates the binding of the target molecule. 

An advance in cardiac troponin biomarker detection in the 

form of a fluorescence biosensor was reported by Kar et al.28 

This group developed a point-of-care biosensor using TiO
2
 

nanotube arrays.

Although fluorescence-based biosensors achieve high 

sensitivity, their major disadvantage lies in the tedious 

labeling process. Furthermore, it is difficult to control the 

fluorescence signal emitted from the amount of fluorophore 

on each molecule, making quantitative analysis difficult.29 In 

view of this, ellipsometry-based optical sensors are some-

times preferred.

A direct assay-based silicon optical sensor has also been 

developed. This sensor has a dielectric spin-coated on top of 

a silicon substrate, which is then functionalized to be specific 

to cTnI for its detection in human serum. An SAM of dextran 

is grown over the detection surface to increase the output by 

maximizing the available binding sites. However, the LOD of 

these sensors, at around 0.01 ng/mL for cTnI in human serum, 

is lower than that of their electrochemical counterparts. A 

major disadvantage is that these sensors cannot detect the 

cTnI levels in pure serum. All of the values were extrapolated 

from data obtained from 10% diluted serum.30

Photoelectrochemical sensors work in the same way 

as immunosensors; however, they have a photoresponsive 

component in addition to the basic immunosensing element. 

The anti-cTnI is covalently bound to the electrode surface 

and the response is checked by exciting it with laser light. 

The output is a photocurrent, which corresponds to the 

 logarithmic concentration of the antigen (cTnI). A decrease in 

the photocurrent occurs as soon as there is antibody–antigen 

conjugation. In this study, the researchers used a redox probe 

(ascorbic acid) for detection. Thus, this sensor needs labeling; 

in addition, the LOD is around 1.756 pg/mL, which is high 

compared with other sensors.31

Calorimetric assays (chemiluminometric biosensors)
Calorimetric immunoassays work on the principle of detect-

ing the presence of the target analyte by measuring the 

amount of light absorbed by the chromogenic reagent, cor-

responding to a specific wavelength. The most popular and 

widely used calorimetric assay is the ELISA. This works 

on the principle of the sandwich immunoassay, where the 

antigen is captured by primary antibody followed by binding 

of secondary enzyme-linked antibody. The target analyte is 

detected by evaluating the amount of conjugated enzyme 

activity produced by the product.32 Using this principle, a 

chemiluminometric signal produced by HRP is most widely 

used to build a colorimetric assay.33 In 2009, Cho et al devel-

oped an ELISA-on-chip biosensor based on cross-flow chro-

matography for detection of cTnI.34 They fabricated a chip 

with vertical lateral flow of the antibody on the immune strip 

where the antigen–antibody reaction occurs and horizontal 

cross-flow for detection. Biotinylated capture antibody was 

used to increase the antigen-capturing ability upon binding 

to streptavidin.

A sandwich assay in the vertical column was created by 

a complex of biotinylated capture antibody, streptavidin-

functionalized cTnI antigen, and HRP-labeled detection 

antibody. As luminol flowed over the binding sites, a chemi-

luminometric signal was produced, which was detected by a 

detector placed in the chamber. The reported dynamic range 

of the biosensor was 0.1–100 ng/mL, with an LOD of 0.02 ng/

mL, and the detection time was nearly 20 min.

Apart from using HRP, strategies using nanomaterial for 

signal amplification have also been used widely for chemilu-

minescence. Signal enhancement is achieved by nanocarriers 

loaded with excess amounts of enzyme molecules which, in 

turn, increases the number of signal-emitting molecules for 

a single recognition event. Many research groups use gold 

nanoparticles (AuNPs) or silver nanoparticles (AgNPs).35 To 

avoid an additional operation step when using AuNPs, Choi 

et al used two AuNP–antibody conjugates in a lateral flow 

assay.36 In 2010, Wu et al developed a poly(dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS)–gold composite-based biosensor in a colorimetric 

method for the detection of cTnI. Advantages of PDMS, 

such as ease of fabrication, thermal stability, and elasticity, 
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were used in creating the biosensor. The ability of AuNPs 

to be functionalized with biomolecules such as antigens 

and enzymes makes them an ideal substrate. Therefore, the 

combination of PDMS and AuNPs makes it an excellent 

application for biosensors. The colorimetric technique has 

the advantage of convenience, as measurements are directly 

visible; however, its drawbacks include difficult labeling 

procedures as well as bulky and expensive techniques in 

comparison with other biosensing methods.37

Another optical technique used for troponin detection 

is chemiluminescence or electrochemiluminescence. It is 

termed electroluminescence when luminescence is emitted 

during an electrochemical reaction. Most of the techniques 

are labeled to generate electrochemical signals for amplifica-

tion. In 2013, a group of researchers developed a label-free 

method using AuNPs functionalized with luminol, which acts 

as a carrier for the antibody.35 Streptavidin–biotin chemistry 

was used to ensure antibody–antigen binding, while the 

electrode was functionalized with luminol to generate elec-

trochemiluminescence signals, forming hydrogen peroxide. 

The concentration of cTnI was determined from the inten-

sity of electrochemiluminescence. Similar work was done 

in 2017 by Zhang et al, in which they achieved an LOD of 

0.1 pg/mL. They used the novel quenching effect of a glucose 

oxidase–folic acid–PtCu
3
–Ab

2
 bioconjugate with PAMAM 

and AuNPs to enhance the sensitivity of the biosensor using 

electrochemiluminescence.38

SERS-based sensors
SERS was introduced to improve on traditional Raman 

scattering by increasing the magnitude and sensitivity.39 

A disadvantage of the Raman spectroscopy technique is 

its low accuracy, which is mainly due to low scattering 

efficiencies. This is overcome by SERS. Both work on the 

principle of the excitation of electrons from a roughened 

metallic surface which has been irradiated by a laser beam 

or any sort of electromagnetic radiation. Upon irradiation, 

electrons start oscillating and have the same wavelength as 

that of incident light. This process leads to an electric field 

enhancement as there is an addition of a secondary field 

to the already present incident electric field. On restricting 

the movement of these electrons, at a specific frequency of 

these oscillations, a resonance is observed in the incident 

field. This resonance helps in the detection of biomolecules 

near the confinement area or metallic surface by creating 

intense local fields.40 Nanoscale roughness on the surface of 

a metal causes an enhanced signal as biomolecules adsorb 

on to the surface. This target molecule enhances the Raman 

signal and can detect single biomolecule differences. Dif-

ferent methods of surface modification are used, such as 

nanoparticle deposition, metallic coating, or electrochemical 

roughening. The possibility for multiplexing and the sensitive 

detection technique have made SERS an interesting system 

for biosensing. A competitive immunoassay for cTnI and 

creatine kinase-MB detection based on the SERS technique 

was developed by Chon’s research group.80 A magnetic bead 

surface was immobilized by specific monoclonal antibodies 

while two different nanotags were used for binding the target 

analyte. The reported detection time was 7 min between SERS 

nanotags and capture beads. The LOD for the SERS-based 

biosensor was 33.7 pg/mL, which was more sensitive than 

electrochemiluminescent assays.41

An advantage of Raman spectroscopy over other optical 

techniques is that it overcomes the interference caused by the 

–OH bonds present in water. Since the principle of SERS is 

calculating fluorescence based on the vibration of electrons, 

the bands produced are very sharp and narrow compared to 

the wide bands produced by any other optical technique. 

These sharp bands contribute to the specificity of SERS.42

As discussed earlier in this subsection, owing to the 

specificity of the technique it can be used to analyze multiple 

samples or a microarray of different molecules at the same 

time, thus making it a high-throughput technique. However, 

there is still a challenge when using this technique for imag-

ing in vivo as it uses metallic nanoparticles. These nanopar-

ticles could turn out to be toxic over time. Thus, an approach 

using an alternative to these toxic nanoparticles, or coating 

them with a highly stable and biocompatible outer layer, must 

be taken. Another problem encountered while using SERS 

in vivo was the light, although, having a wavelength in the 

infrared region, it was not enough to penetrate human tissue. 

Better working probes and imaging systems could provide 

solutions to this problem.40,41

SPR-based sensors
In 1983, SPR-based biosensors were first demonstrated by 

Liedberg et al for biosensing.43 Studies conducted since 

then have extensively explored the interactions between the 

biorecognition molecule and the target, and this has become 

a widely used optical technique for cardiac troponin detec-

tion. Apart from being used as a label-free biochemical 

assay, this technique has been used to quantify equilibrium 

constants in interactions of protein–protein, protein–DNA, 

and protein–ligand binding. In a basic SPR biosensor, one 

wall of the glass prism is immobilized with the biomolecule 

(antibody, ligand, etc.) and the target analyte flows across it.  
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As the antigen–antibody binding interaction occurs, the 

intensity of light changes and quantifies the concentration 

of the target analyte.44 As it uses simple apparatus for detec-

tion, SPR is useful for rapid detection which does not require 

tedious labeling processes as in other optical techniques.

SPR-based sensors work on the principle of changes in 

resonance on irradiating the substrate with light waves. The 

shifts in the resonance curves reflect the movement of valence 

electrons when stimulated with light. An advantage of these 

sensors is that they are label free and thus do not require an 

additional labeling molecule. Researchers in the USA have 

developed a sensor that is sensitive to even attomolar con-

centrations of cardiac troponin in human biofluids (urine, 

blood, and serum).45 This unique sensor exploits the property 

of localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of triangular 

gold nanoprisms. This electroluminescence-based sensor 

detects the cTnT levels in the fluid as soon as binding of the 

detection analyte occurs. The binding induces a change in the 

refractive index of the AuNPs, which creates a shift in the 

LSPR peaks. Amide bonds are used to stabilize the anti-cTnT 

binding to the gold nanoprisms. After structural optimization, 

the sensor displayed a sensitivity to concentrations as low as 

250 × 10–6 ng/L in human plasma. This LSPR-based sensor 

highlighted three important parameters that need to be consid-

ered when developing a similar sensor. The first is the sensing 

volume of the device; it was observed that a longer edge length 

of the gold triangular nanoprisms, i.e. a large sensing volume, 

resulted in greater sensitivity to cTnT. Second, the length of 

the SAM on top of the sensor plays a great role in increasing 

the sensitivity of the device. It is ideal to have many receptor 

molecules on the surface while having a low electrostatic/stea-

ric repulsion caused by these molecules. Third is maintaining 

an optimum receptor-spacer ratio, in this paper they used a 

ratio of 8:2 for optimum binding of cTnT. However, there can 

be an overlap between the LSPR peaks in the near-infrared 

regions due to other biomolecules present on the surface. Thus, 

a material should be selected that does not have any peaks in 

the near-infrared region. Although this sensor displays a very 

high sensitivity to cTnT concentrations in symptomless or 

undiagnosed cases of myocardial infarction, it cannot quantify 

the cTnT concentration from single cell extracts.45,46

Tadepalli et al report a similar example of an LSPR 

sensor,47 which uses human troponin I binding peptide, 

immobilized on gold nanorods, as the detecting element. 

This sensor exploits the thiol group’s affinity for gold. The 

novel feature of these sensors is that the whole set-up is on a 

paper substrate. Higher porosity, which directly corresponds 

to the excellent wicking properties of the detection analyte, 

high surface area, and cost-effectiveness, make a paper 

substrate easy to work with. This research also discusses the 

performance of sensors using antibody48,49 and using short 

peptides50,51 as the detection element. The latter proved to be 

more sensitive and to have a lower LOD. A commercially 

available SPR system is the Biacore™ 4000 instrument (GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA).52 Conroy et 

al used this commercial system to test the specificity of the 

cTnI antibodies used in immunoassays. This high-throughput 

system has been widely used in developing SPR sensors for 

diagnosing AMI.52,53

One of the drawbacks of LSPR is its inability to detect 

large biomolecules, as the basic SPR structure penetrates to 

about 100 nm in the surrounding medium. It is also impos-

sible to differentiate between changes in the refractive index 

at the surface versus the bulk solution.54 This reduces the 

sensing ability in complex solutions, such as blood.55–57

Acoustic-based sensors
Acoustic-based sensors work on the principle of mass estima-

tion using a piezoelectric crystal. When the antigen–antibody 

complex forms on the surface of the electrode, the mass 

change leads to a shift in the frequency of the crystal, which 

generates an electric signal. These sensors are not commonly 

used, but their scope is increasing with advances in technol-

ogy. Two subcategories are QCM- and SAW-based sensors, 

which are discussed in the following subsections.

Quartz crystal microbalance
The QCM is a type of sensor that exploits the piezoelectric 

properties of the quartz crystal that it contains. A QCM device 

measures the change in mass by changing the resonant fre-

quency. This relationship between the mass and the resonant 

frequency is defined by the Sauerbrey equation:

 
∆

∆
f

f m

A
=
−2 2

ρυ  

where A is the active area of the QCM electrode (cm2), f is 

the resonant frequency of the QCM (Hz), ∆m is the change 

in the oscillating mass (g), r is the density of quartz (g/

cm3), and u is the shear wave velocity in the quartz (cm/s).58 

Surface-modified QCM immunosensors are widely used 

for detecting cardiac troponin in a sample placed over the 

sensor. The electrode surface has an immobilized antibody 

and the mass loading of the sensor is achieved by antigen–

antibody binding. A microfluidic pumping system is used to 

deliver the reagents to the surface of the sensor. Wong et al 

reported a low-cost QCM-based sensor for the detection of 

cTnT. This sensor has an immobilized carboxylic polyvinyl 
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Table 2 Summary of cardiac troponin sensors

Description Technique LOD Advantages of technique Reference

Three-electrode cell using a GCE coated 
with porous graphene oxide; human 
troponin I as working electrode

Electrochemical 0.07 ng/mL Inexpensive, label free; uses 
graphene, which has good 
electrochemical behavior and large 
active surface area; good selectivity 
and high sensitivity

18

AuNPs are deposited on a GCE, 
peptide probe is added to electrode; EIS 
response should increase with increasing 
concentration of troponin I

Electrochemical 2.4 pg/mL Using an AuNP-modified GCE 
reduces background EIS signal and 
enhances EIS response; simple, 
sensitive, fast

62

Uses MIP technology with a three-
electrode system

Electrochemical 0.027 nM Detection time of 5 min, can 
be used without much sample 
pretreatment, simple, low cost of 
preparation, label free

20

SPR film is gold film evaporated on a 
glass slide modified by hollow AuNPs 
and immobilized with antibodies that 
target troponin

SPR 1.25 ng/mL Gold film amplifies SPR response; 
fast, accurate, and straightforward 
detection 

63

Gold sensor chip and prism-based SPR 
biosensor; experiments using direct and 
sandwich assays

SPR 5 ng/mL for 
standard sandwich 
assay; 0.5 ng/
mL using AuNP 
detector antibodies

Using the regeneration method, 
the SPR sensor can be reused for 
multiple samples; rapid response, 
can provide real-time data

64

AuNPs are functionalized and used as 
label

Optical 
(chemiluminescence or 
electrochemiluminescence)

0.06 ng/mL High sensitivity, low background, 
simple

65

AuNPs are applied to PDMS film then 
covered with antibody. After cTnI is 
captured, a silver solution is dropped 
on to the sensor. The silver solution 
undergoes reduction and causes color 
changes

Optical (colorimetric) 0.01 ng/mL Practical and easy to operate and 
fabricate

65

Multianalyte detection of CRP and cTnI 
using microfluidic networks in human 
plasma

Optical (fluorescence) 30 ng/mL Low analyte volume (1 μL), 
multianalyte detection for better 
screening of markers in multiple 
samples

66

Fluoro-microbead guiding chip-based 
sandwich immunoassay for detection of 
cTnI

Optical (fluorescence) 0.1 ng/mL Chip supports four immunosensing 
regions which can test four 
different concentrations of cTnI 
simultaneously; ease of signal 
quantification

67

Multianalyte detection using 
chemiluminescent immunoassay; 
ultrasound waves are used to enhance 
immobilization of the capture probe

ELISA; chemiluminometric 4.3 × 104 ng/mL Short incubation time, 
prototype for automated 
robotic measurement of cardiac 
biomarkers, disposable

68

Phage-displayed peptides for detection 
of cTnI. ELISA results indicate binding 
interaction between troponin antigen 
and phage-displayed peptide

ELISA 0.002 ng/mL Novel phage display technology 
for monitoring of cardiac cells in 
a culture in addition to detection 
of cTnI

69

Chemiluminometric biosensor system 
coupled with cross-flow chromatography 
to enable binding of antigen-capture 
probe and signal generation

ELISA 0.01 ng/mL Rapid (detection time 30 s), 
biotin–streptavidin complex-
enhanced signal response, reduced 
antibody concentration needed for 
detection

34

Streptavidin-terminated SAM of 
carboxymethyldextran based on SPR 
for detection of cTnT with the help of 
immobilized monoclonal anti-troponin T 
antibodies

SPR 0.01 ng/mL Fast, sensitive, and specific for 
troponin in human sera; label-free 
analysis

70

(Continued)
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Description Technique LOD Advantages of technique Reference

SPR sensor developed on a commercial 
surface plasmon resonance device. 
Troponin receptor molecules are 
covalently immobilized using a thiol 
linker using cysteamine molecules

SPR 0.05 ng/mL Cost-effective, reusable sensor; 
SDS surfactant used for 
regeneration of immunosensor; no 
dilution of serum required

71

Troponin detection using an immobilized 
monoclonal antibody of cTnT on the 
surface of thin gold film

SPR 0.068 ng/mL Monoclonal antibody created using 
a peptide epitope with a protein-
based screening method; enhances 
sensitivity of sensor

72

Optomagnetic immunoassay using 
magnetic nanoparticles, which are 
magnetically actuated and detected 
optically. Multiplexed sensor for 
detection of multiple analytes

Optomagnetic 0.0117 ng/mL Rapid, sensitive, low cost, 
disposable kit; one-step assays can 
be developed using this technology

73

Detection of cTnI using a combinatorial 
technique of optical and magnetic 
technology. Sandwich immunoassay using 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles coupled 
with optical detection of generated signal

Optomagnetic 0.03 ng/mL Rapid, sensitive, and point of care 74

Simultaneous detection of CRP and cTnI 
using PDMS-AuNPs

 Impedimetric 0.01 ng/mL Low LOD, low sample volume 
(1 μL)

66

Screen-printed electrodes coupled with 
streptavidin polystyrene microspheres 
for detection of cTnT

Impedimetric 0.2 ng/mL Ideal for miniaturized systems, 
disposable

75

Quantum dot-based technique which 
uses an LCW platform to capture 
fluorescence. Protein A is bound to the 
capture probe for enhanced sensitivity

FRET 55 nM LCW platform decreases the 
stearic hindrance of immobilized 
capture sites; high efficiency

76

Homogeneous sandwich assay using 
quenching property of AuNPs. 
Simultaneous interaction of dye 
molecules and AuNPs enhances the 
signal of the immunoassay for detection 
of cTnT

FRET 0.7 ng/mL High efficiency; overall enhanced 
signal

77

Polypyrrole-based potentiometric 
biosensor for broad-spectrum detection 
of various analytes including troponin I

Potentiometric 0.01 ng/mL Rapid, ultrasensitive, reproducible, 
wide dynamic range

78

Multiplexed detection of cTnT and cTnI 
on a disposable and flexible impedimetric 
biosensor. ZnO nanostructures enhance 
the signal of the electrode

Impedimetric 1 pg/mL Multiplexing, low LOD, signal well 
above noise threshold

17

Abbreviations: LOD, limit of detection; GCE, glassy carbon electrode; AuNP, gold nanoparticle; EIS, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy; MIP, molecularly imprinted 
polymer; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; PDMS, poly(dimethylsiloxane); CRP, C-reactive protein; cTnI, cardiac troponin I; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; 
SAM, self-assembled monolayer; cTnT, cardiac troponin T; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; LCW, liquid-core waveguide; FRET, fluorescence resonance energy transfer.

Table 2 (Continued) 

chloride layer, which enhances its sensitivity for detection. 

An electrical signal generated by the frequency shift indicates 

the amount of mass accumulating over the surface. The LOD 

for this sensor is 5 ng/mL.59 Another sensor, reported by Wu 

et al, involves immobilization of a short synthetic peptide on 

the surface of the QCM-based biosensor. This peptide has 

an affinity for cTnI. A phage molecule was used to display 

this molecule to enable the cTnI molecules to bind to it. Both 

QCM and EIS techniques were explored in this paper. The 

LOD is 0.11 μg/mL when the sensor response is measured 

using QCM. This is lower than the EIS calculations, which is 

due to a lower background noise level in QCM than in EIS. 

However, there are drawbacks to using the QCM technique. 

It cannot be integrated into a device easily as it requires strict 

pressure and temperature control.60

SAW-based sensors
SAW-based sensors operate in a similar fashion to QCM 

sensors. A SAW-based sensor consists of interdigitated 

transducer electrodes with a piezoelectric crystal surface 

coupled between them. The transducers convert the electri-

cal signal into a polarized transversal acoustic wave, which 
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travels across the piezoelectric crystal. Mass accumulation 

on this piezoelectric crystal leads to a shift in the frequency 

of the generated acoustic wave and allows for biosensing. 

SAW sensors have many variations, including Rayleigh-

SAW, Lamb-wave sensors, and Love-wave sensors. Lee et 

al demonstrated a Love-wave SAW sensor for the detection 

of cTnI. The formation of complexes between the antibody 

immobilized using AuNPs and cTnI antigen present in the 

human serum drives the response of the sensor. This sensor 

represents a prototype for using acoustic wave-based sensors 

for biosensing; with further tweaking of the frequency and 

other parameters, the authors believe that this device could 

be successfully used for the clinical diagnosis of AMI.61

The cardiac troponin sensors described in this paper and 

some other sensors are summarized in Table 2.

Conclusion and future work
Researchers in the medical field have pointed out the need to 

develop sensing platforms to detect cardiac troponins in the 

interest of creating point-of-care diagnostics for the detection 

of AMI. In this review, recent developments of different types 

of biosensors have been summarized with regard to various 

techniques along with their merits and drawbacks. A few tech-

niques for biosensing, such as optical-based techniques, have 

already been introduced to the market, and newer techniques 

are still evolving. Some drawbacks of optical-based techniques 

such as colorimetric, fluorescence, and SPR methods include 

the need for bulky equipment and labeling, and their low sen-

sitivity. Electrochemical techniques are widely used owing to 

their ease in handling, portability, and scope for miniaturiza-

tion. The aim of developing different types of biosensors is to 

enable them to be translated into portable, handheld devices 

which can be used with ease and deliver laboratory-grade 

sensing performance. Having summarized various techniques, 

key challenges still need to be addressed, such as increasing 

sensitivity, miniaturization, multiplexing, and reducing detec-

tion times. Researchers should try to incorporate methods to 

increase stability and reduce the effects of interferents that gen-

erate false-positive results. Cross- reactivity remains a major 

concern in immunology-based diagnostic assays. In addition, 

developments in using circulatory micro-RNA (miRNA) as 

biomarkers for the diagnosis of AMI have reported by Sayed 

et al. In their study, three miRNAs out of 20 were associated 

with percutaneous coronary intervention, which suggests that 

they could also be used as biomarkers for prognosis of AMI. 

However, part of the study is yet to be published and it is 

awaiting clinical trials. Cardiac troponin sensors coupled with 

circulating miRNA technology may provide a better diagnostic 

platform for AMI.79

The performance of existing biosensors could be 

enhanced by improving the analytical chemistry between 

biomolecules, through surface-modification techniques, or 

by integrating several detection techniques. New approaches, 

such as integrating miniaturization and smart detection, could 

make point-of-care testing more significant. Considering all 

the factors required to improve point-of-care devices, there 

is a lot of scope for improvement.
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